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SPRING. IS. HERE.  Or is it? The baseball fields tell me yes but the temperatures suggest another! This picture

is of Cooper and I this past weekend trying to stay warm at my daughter's softball game. I have my full parka

on and he is sipping hot chocolate. You know what was amazing though? The cold brought us together. Coop,

who is not typically a snuggly one, especially in public, could not be close enough to me. "Mom, hug me. Get

closer. Here, put your hands in my sweatshirt to warm them up..." and so on and so forth. Then it was he that

said, "Can you take a picture of us together?" And, so we did. Looking at this picture I could remember the

winds. I could focus on all those lines on my forehead because, whoa. Instead I remember that feeling of not

being able to get close enough to him and that 1.5 hours we sat huddled together in the middle of the little

league fields. Why is it that we so easily let the negative events & circumstances outshine the positive ones?

The Oscars is a perfect example. I fell victim to it immediately. Finding myself on Twitter, a platform I haven't

been on in 5 years, to see what everyone was saying & watching Australian channels play unedited versions of

"the slap heard round the world." Goodness gracious. But, what about the wins of that night? It takes WORK

sometimes to notice the WINS.. It takes INTENTIONALITY sometimes to find the GOOD. A standing ovation to

those that took home the most treasured award of the cinema industry. Who cried for Quest Love -

unbelievable. Find the Quest Loves. Find the Ariana DeBose's. Focus on and stand up for the Coda's. Living in

the good rather than the hard often doesn't come naturally for me - especially in this housing  market & trying

times in the world, but I am certain of one thing - that is the type of work that is worth doing!     

The Best-Selling Newsletter in Richmond since March 2021 - That is NOT 

an APRIL FOOL's Joke :)!
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EJ CREATES STUDIO

Once upon a time I was a stay-at-home mom with a passion for the arts and ignoring the piles of laundry 4 kids

can make. With a background in writing and design, I decided that painting and fine art would be a much more

productive use of my time seeing as my kids’ clothes would be balled up in the drawers anyhow. In 2015, EJ

Creates Studio was born. EJ Creates Studio began with commissions, children’s art lessons, in home wine paint

parties, and hand-lettering. It soon grew to include fine art shows at Crossroads Art Center, Artworks, and Second

Street Gallery and I have paintings hung all over the country.

 

By EJ Phillips, Owner & Artist of EJ Creates Studio

Beverley D. - 4/24
Christina W. - 4/27

Sara D. - 4/25

Amy B. - 4/29
Amy O. - 4/29

Kendra P. - 4/30
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Desiree B. - 4/2 
Kelly M. - 4/4
Amy R. - 4/4 

 

John M. - 4/4
Matt P. - 4/7
Josh S. - 4/8

 
 

Geoffrey N. - 4/12
Mark G. - 4/16
Ashley S. 4.18

 

Ashley S. - 4.18
Kevin G. - 4.22

Kristen C. - 4.22
 
 

Leslie C. - 4/22
Jana F. - 4/22
Kayte R. 4/24

Perhaps because my background comes from writing, my painting seeks to tell

stories. Inspired by Impressionism and Fauvism, it is not enough for me to

simply paint a landscape. I want you to experience what it is like to be in that

landscape. Emily Smith, executive director of 1708 Gallery said, “[Elizabeth]

uses colors that aren’t found in nature but completely capture what if feels like

to be out there.” If I paint a picture of the pedestrian bridge to Belle Isle, I don’t

want you just to say “Oh, that’s a nice bridge.” I want you to feel its sway, see

the movement, and think, “Oh, good, we are almost back to the parking lot

because I’ve run out of bug spray and my kids keep complaining that it’s hot.”

I guess you could say that I create to avoid listening to my growing kids

complain as I’ve passed on the chore of laundry to them. EJ Creates Studio has

grown up too. Now with a day job in marketing, EJ Creates Studio has grown to

include house portraits, custom commissions, graphic design services, copy

editing and content marketing consulting. Basically, I like to tell stories;

sometimes I use a brush and sometimes a keyboard.

Where can you find EJ Creates Studio? Online at elizabethjohnsonphillips.com and Etsy at EJCreatesStudio. I

can also be reached at ejcreatesstudio@gmail.com.



Hello from the Stager here at Jenny Brock Realty ! For April , the center of spring market , let ’s take on the

meat of proper staging-defining a room for buyers . Many times we use a room for multiple functions- an

office and a bedroom . Or an exercise space and a laundry/ironing center . Or a hobby room and storage ! ! All

vital to life as we live in our homes , but confusing to buyers ! One message these multiple function spaces

sends is that “there isn ’t enough space here”, which definitely isn ’t the message to send ! So to increase the

perceived value of a room , find a single function and make the room say that to buyers ! Show them either a

lovely inviting guest room OR a great work at home office ! Show off a great exercise area OR a great hobby

room (as long as it ’s not too cluttered !) As a rule , we make sure bedrooms are shown as bedrooms for all

but one space- if it ’s a three bedroom house , we show two as bedrooms and one as another function , such

as an office . This helps inspire buyers don ’t mistakenly think you have less bedrooms than you do !

Defining the function , while important , needs one important caveat- keep the area clutter free , clean and

furnishings that reflect the value of the home . And have fun with it ! Designed 2 Sell is ready to help you get

started !

DEC·O·RATE
by Tammy Wilkerson with Designed 2 Sell 
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Give your patio or deck a powerwash

Check grout in the kitchen , bathrooms , etc . -- repair as

needed

Inspect plumbing for leaks , clean aerators on faucets

Inspect and possibly change out HVAC filters

Clean kitchen sink disposal

Clean range hood filters

Inspect your fire extinguisher(s)

Test carbon monoxide and smoke detectors

Run water and flush toilets in unused spaces

While you are gearing up for summertime plans , it ’s

important to keep in mind certain challenges and needed

alterations that it brings . Is your patio or deck looking a bit

dingy and dirty? Give it a powerwash and get it sparkling

clean . For inside your home , make sure that all smoke and

carbon monoxide detectors are working and ready to alert

you about anything from a gas leak to extra crispy cookies

that were left in the oven for too long . Here 's your full April

checklist :

HOME IMPROVEMENT

If this picture of my son doesn't scare you into following these
home improvement tips for April, I don't know what will!

by Tim the Toolman Taylor - also known as Scott Wharton, House Masters



A key part of receiving financing to buy any home is having the property appraised . Unlike a home

inspector , the appraiser is chosen at random through your lender and is purposefully an independent 3rd

party meant to give homebuyers a neutral valuation of their potential new home . While in some ways the

appraisal is meant to benefit and protect both the buyer and the lender , market volatility and the shifting

in real estate prices can provide for valuations that may or may not accurately reflect a home ’s worth .

In today ’s competitive buyer ’s market , many homebuyers are opting to waive a portion or potentially all

of any appraisal shortfall . What does this mean? Let ’s look at a quick example :

Sale Price of New Home $400 ,000

Down Payment $40 ,000

Loan Amount (90% of sales price) $360 ,000

Based on these details the borrower would be bringing $40 ,000 plus closing costs at the time of loan

closing on this new house . However , should the appraisal come in below the sales price at $380 ,000 what

happens to these figures?

Sale Price of New Home $400 ,000 (stays the same)

Down Payment $58 ,000

Loan Amount (90% of appraised value) $342 ,000

Why did the down payment and loan amount shift? A lender will provide a mortgage based on a sales

price or appraised value , whichever is lower . Since the appraised value came in $20 ,000 less than the

sales price , the down payment had to be increased to make up for the difference between the price and

the maximum loan amount .

If you ’re currently in the market for a home be sure to talk to your lender as to how you can mitigate the

risks for any potential appraisal shortfalls so that you can be prepared and have full knowledge on how to

make the best offer in our current real estate market .

APPRAISAL TUTORIAL
by Tim Phillips, George Mason Mortgage
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FROM THIS TO THAT
 

A little EXTERIOR love coming to
your inboxes on April 15th! Curb
appeal is so crucial and so many

don't realize how the exterior of a
home can also be transformed,
just like a kitchen! Check out this

brick beauty and the
transformation it underwent to

take it from a traditional to
contemporary look! Details in

April's blog!
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" I T ' S  A B O U T  Y O U "

bill
travers

 

 
bill@jennybrockrealty.com

+1 804 536 8032

To All My Buyers this Spring:  To All My Sellers this Spring:

It's About You!

Until next month, friends 

jen
travers

 

 
jen@jennybrockrealty.com

+1 804 833 1951

jb.

We all know this market is nutso still. I sound like a

broken record.  So, instead of saying the same

things over and over - here are some numbers

from closed sales over the past 30 days to help you

when considering an offer. These are homes that

have sold over $350,000 in a few different areas in

and around Richmond to provide a sample. Note

all numbers are pulled from the MLS:

WEST END OF RICHMOND (Area 22):
Avg Sales Price to List Price - 112%

Highest Sales Price to List Price - 128%

CITY (Area 10):
Avg Sales Price to List Price - 108%

Highest Sales Price to List Price - 143%

FOREST HILL / STRATFORD HILL / WESTOVER
HILLS (Area 60):
Avg Sales Price to List Price - 108%

Highest Sales Price to List Price - 121%

CHESTERFIELD/MIDLOTHIAN (Area 62/64):
Avg Sales Price to List Price - 111%

Highest Sales Price to List Price - 126%

HANOVER (Area 36):
Avg Sales Price to List Price - 103%

Highest Sales Price to List Price - 114%

GOOCHLAND (Area 24):
Avg Sales Price to List Price - 105%

Highest Sales Price to List Price - 125%
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Yep- it's still a great time :).  In fact, better than

ever. Go ahead and read that Buyer Tip (we won't

tell them you read it) and you will see how the

odds and dollars are ever in your favor. 

 Competition, or lack there of, continues to drive

this train. Here are some numbers for you on

ACTIVE (RESALE) LISTINGS over $350,000 in a few

different areas in and around Richmond to provide

a sample. Note all numbers are pulled from the

MLS:

WEST END OF RICHMOND (Area 22):
Active Listings - 14

CITY (Area 10):
Active Listings - 8

FOREST HILL / STRATFORD HILL / WESTOVER
HILLS (Area 60):
Active Listings - 6

CHESTERFIELD/MIDLOTHIAN (Area 62/64):
Active Listings - 20

HANOVER (Area 36):
Active Listings - 11

GOOCHLAND (Area 24):
Active Listings - 8

If you know now that you're on a 1-3 year hope of

selling, let's chat and let's see if we can't take

advantage of the market conditions.


